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Thank you for taking the time to invite us to provide this report for you. Your investment questions and concerns are important and we want everyone to get something truly valuable from this discussion. In most cases we will succeed and exceed your expectations, as we strive to sincerely help those who reached out to receive this report.

First, the most important point to understand is that we are facing an unprecedented time in the global financial empire. I chose that word because there is available to you free of charge a movie that talks about the end of Empire. It’s called The Four Horsemen. If you want to pass this on, you can easily tell your friends and family to simply Google Four Horsemen Film and they will find the YouTube link where it can be watched for free. This is a 90-minute documentary that is free from mainstream media propaganda and explains how the world really works. The film doesn’t bash bankers, criticize politicians, or get involved in conspiracy theories. It ignites the debate about how to usher a new economic paradigm into the world that would dramatically improve the quality of life for billions.

Next, it is my experience that investors actually have found a few times in their investing career that opportunities present themselves that can have a substantial impact on one’s wealth, the idea being that the “right” investment could set one up for early retirement or wealth that could be passed along as a legacy for several generations. While such opportunities are not hard to find, most people will not act or they will take action near the top when there is not much room to go higher.

What you are facing is a time unlike many in recorded history, because you are living during a time when the possibility of a complete monetary system collapse and rebirth are very likely to take place. Many fret over this very real possibility but those who can stay calm and focus may be able to prosper financially in ways that happen seldom in a given lifetime.

Make certain you understand that the risks are high and the rewards potentially higher. You also need to know that “money” alone will not save you from the disruptions that are likely going to accompany the biggest monetary/financial reset in all of recorded history. For those who don’t think this is possible, either watch the documentary above or save your valuable time, because frankly, we cannot help you.
What is the future of the monetary system going to look like? There are books, interviews, podcasts, and lectures about the topic. In some cases the Bible is used to verify that some type of mark made on human beings will be required in order to buy or sell goods and services. Others think a global currency of some type will be issued, and still others think gold will play a significant role.

The truth is the future of money is being challenged at the current time by new financial technologies that in some cases circumvent the current system entirely. Think about what that might mean for the future of finance and the economy. In fact think about what that could mean for your future and the possibilities that may open up for you.

In our studied view there is a brief window of opportunity from the time this report is issued to you until the apex of one of the biggest moves in financial history. The biggest move is something that so far has been guaranteed 100% of the time, no exceptions. The idea is so simple that 99% of the population will completely ignore this fact, yes fact! At one point I was asked to outline what a currency collapse could look like because all fiat currencies have failed.

There is a 100% failure rate through all of recorded history, and most books or references will sugar coat the idea by writing about a reissue of a given currency or an adjustment in the financial system. But the cold, hard truth is a failure took place and some “new” solution was used to continue either the system as it had been, there was a complete reset usually back to a value backed system (gold standard as an example), or something in between.

Wealth cannot be printed, and trying to do so only makes the problem worse and the inevitable correction much deeper and more difficult to recover from. Is this pure doom and gloom, you might be asking?

The answer is absolutely NO! It is our current reality, and this material you are reading has a purpose. The purpose is to inspire the best within you to determine what your role will be in the rebuilding phase after the great reset takes place. In other words, what does your personal future look like for you, your family, friends, co-workers, and the human condition?
Simply stated, what are you doing to be part of the solution? The basis of this report is to help you as an investor to acquire real wealth primarily through the resource sector, but we wish to encourage everyone to look well beyond that idea and ask how this can be useful to move forward, creating the kind of future that is aligned with your core values.

There are many resources on the Web that will keep you informed and we encourage you to take advantage of these. Part of our mission is to distribute education with cost to us, but not to you. Therefore our YouTube channel, Twitter feed, and most importantly the weekend updates are all areas that you can access free of charge.

Many of you are looking for ways to not only invest wisely but also increase your cash flow in an easy, efficient, and ethical way. The easiest way that I have found is to help gold and silver stackers with one of the best affiliate programs available anywhere on the Internet. The whole process takes about ten minutes total and you can help others build their physical precious metals position on a monthly basis. It’s called...

OWNX

One very important feature of this company is the availability of an employee benefit program. More and more, employees are learning about the benefit of having some precious metals as part of their savings program, and employers are now able to offer these to employees. Additionally, the precious metals IRAs are available through this company.

Join The Best Gold/Silver Affiliate Program »

There are many myths surrounding the financial markets and in particular the gold and silver markets. One of them is a pet peeve of mine personally, which is the idea that “everyone SHOULD own a little”—which implies that anyone having good judgment should own some precious metals, just in case something goes wrong with the financial system.

Because this had gnawed at me for such a long time, my Morgan Report team and I made a video to dispel this myth. It is titled The Great Silver Market Myth and we highly suggest you take a look right now at this three-and-a-half-minute video that could help you understand why precious metals are called “precious”!

It starts with YOU
Additionally, one of our aims is to help young people understand the basis of the monetary system and how it is set up to basically keep people in debt. One of the essential principles necessary at this point in history is to live within your means, to either be out of debt completely or reduce your exposure to debt as much as possible.

The concept of a low- or no-debt situation is an area where we received a great deal of flak from all kinds of people. Most are inclined to mention that inflation will bail them out and there will be some type of debt jubilee and that the real assets that they have to make payment on will become theirs, free and clear. This is a notion that quite frankly is more wishful thinking than having any basis in reality.

Although debts may change due to a reset or the currency is most likely to depreciate further, this does nothing to guarantee that your cash flow will automatically increase. There in fact is too much empirical evidence that there is wage pressure downward due to labor being off-shored for years, that the manufacturing base is global in nature and that income for the average North American has been sliding in real terms since 1978.

We understand that over the past 40 years you may have been making “more,” but the fact remains that that increase in “dollars” actually buys you less. In other words, the standard of living has decreased. This is an idea that needs to be balanced because so much new technology has become available to the average person in the past several decades. The point is, on a monetary basis, the average worker now sees the new normal is that both adults in a household go to work and many single income workers have two jobs.

To counteract this major trend one needs to look for opportunity. It is often misstated that the Chinese word for crisis means danger and opportunity, but it really means “meeting at a critical point.” We are all at a critical point because change is accelerating and there are many forces both seen and unseen that will reorganize the very fabric of how humans interact in the near future.

In our view, we are at the critical point where those who are now able to see ahead clearly will be investing in the resource sector for potentially some of the biggest gains in financial history. Yes, that is quite a statement and we understand that it is not only bold, but it also seems very unlikely when looking back at the past four to five years in the resource sector.

However, the truth remains that the biggest move is ahead of us and oftentimes as much as ninety percent of the move comes in the last ten percent of the time. In other words, Timing IS Everything!
Gold has already begun the year 2016 as having the best start in 35 years, according to the Economist magazine. Further, large cash flows have moved into gold funds since the beginning of 2016. The largest flows into gold funds are taking place and the amount is equivalent to the amount of money that moved into gold funds after the financial crisis of 2008.

In the Book of Investing Rules –Collected wisdom from the world’s top 150 investors... I was asked to write the Ten Rules of Silver Investing, from which I quote:

Rule 10: **More than 10 percent is too much of a good thing.**

> No matter how good the market looks—or how worried you are about the future of civilized society—you must always remember that silver should make up only a small portion of a well-diversified portfolio. I recommend committing no more than 10 percent of the average portfolio to silver, regardless of how strong you feel about the potential of the metals markets. –The Book of Investing Rules, pages 301-303

Later I actually stated those who really understood these markets could increase to perhaps 20 percent due to the increasing tensions in the Middle East. Regardless, some exposure to the precious metals is the best way to not only balance your portfolio but actually make certain it performs to maximize your financial health. There is no need to take my view; look at what Ibbotson and Associates stated in their independent study.

> Ibbotson researchers constructed a composite index that held equal dollar amounts of gold, silver and platinum, and examined the correlations of that index to the other asset classes typically held in investment portfolios. The study, which examined the years 1972 to 2004, showed precious metals are the most negatively correlated asset to all other asset classes. As a result, it takes the least amount of precious metals in a portfolio to achieve maximum negative correlation and the appropriate level of diversification.

> The overall performance of precious metals during the 32-year period was close to fixed income investments. Even through the long bear market of 1980 to 2002, precious metals outperformed both cash and inflation during the entire period.

The run to gold this time could actually seize up the physical market. This is an extremely rare occurrence but during certain periods of economic turmoil almost everyone wants to “buy” gold and at that exact same time no one who owns gold wants to “sell,” regardless of the price offered. This can take place when faith in the paper currency has evaporated; people just do not want to receive paper promises.

Again, these periods are extremely rare, yet all indications at this time are that this is becoming more and more probable. **The day the U.S. dollar dies** will be the largest economic event in all of recorded history.

What this means to you is that anything associated with the precious metals will skyrocket, and the best place to start is with physical metal. However, there is a distinct chance that there will be difficulty getting real metal, especially outside of North America. Here is an excerpt from one of our friends from the United Kingdom.
As a UK citizen I look at what US citizens can buy an Oz of silver for and can’t understand why your bullion dealers are not sold out. I mean you are paying PEANUTS for a pure Oz of silver! With our currencies debased by the strong dollar, plus 20% VAT on all UK silver, you guys don’t know how lucky you are!

Many people do not understand that there has been a war on silver for a very long time. In most places outside of North America there is a value added tax on silver that is quite substantial. No one has done more research on this part of the story than Charles Savoie, and his articles are still posted at our website.

We believe the run to gold will be so significant that the spill over into silver will be monumental. Further, once the prices start to accelerate many people will think they have missed the move or are at least late to the party and want to play catch up. This is human nature and is typical of all markets. Just think back to the tech or housing bubble and you will be able to imagine what the precious metals eventual bubble will look like.

Every time the precious metals really move, the underlying equities (mining stocks) return gains that are multiples of what the prices are doing in the bullion market. The factor is generally around 3 to 1, which means to “make money” in this market many people will flood into the mining stocks.

This took place at the end of the bull market in 1980, and the next time will be significantly greater. In January 1979 silver went from about US$6 per ounce, making a one-day peak of $50. Again, reinforcing this idea—90 percent of the move in the last 10 percent of the time—was how both the housing and tech bubbles acted.

People love cheap stocks because they think they are getting a deal. The truth is cheap stocks are cheap for a reason most of the time. However, at this point in time (early 2016) one of the absolute best silver mines on the planet is selling below five cents per share. This writer bought this stock initially at seventy cents. There is massive upside in this company and many others.

We strive to balance risk and reward with the way we structure the portfolio. One of my personal favorites is still at a double. Yes, even under the huge bear market all of our top tier picks are profitable except two. Having two down out of eleven selections is a record that few in this industry can report.

The profits ahead will be maximized by those who take action early, and knowing that, so many people who have access to an online trading account of some type will gladly click their mouse to buy almost anything with gold or silver in the name. This took place at the top of the market in 1980. It took place in the tech wreck and in the housing bubble. I want you to be prepared.
When the top is called in this market many will be insanely upset and will insist that we are WRONG!!! In fact we experienced this when David Morgan called the top at about $48 just a few days before the exact top in silver at the end of April 2011. Some of the best-known personalities on the Internet in the precious metals space were warning us that we would lose our reputation and live to regret making the call. Well, it turned out our subscribers were very happy and some even made enough to call it quits and retire early.

Since we provide insights into both the commodity side and the equity side it gives us a way to both trade and invest. Personally, my own trading position is never more than 25 percent of the total that is invested in the resource market. However, when our subscribers followed me into silver at $19 and exited at $48 many were extremely happy.

You see, I had to learn the hard way to sell into strength and leave some profit for the next buyer. This is a professional attitude, or, if you prefer, the attitude of a seasoned investor—someone who does not expect to get in at the exact bottom or out at the exact top. People who do have such expectations usually also have a beginner attitude and assuredly will have difficulty in trading markets.

Many of you will ask, if the U.S. dollar is going to die, then why bother to be in the paper game at all? This is a question that is asked of us often, and the answer is that there is almost always enough time to get out and move the gains into other assets. Further, it is a way to beat the paper pushers at their own game, in my opinion.

The bigger question is, if the U.S. dollar is going to die, then why would we be in anything but physical metal? I have no solid argument against this thinking, and have roughly a 50/50 mix in this sector. As outlined earlier in this report, many times there is a reset and some type of new currency or exchange rate. Those who have real assets usually fare much better than those who do not, which means a quality resource company will have value pre and post the reset time period.

Another concern that investors ask about is nationalization. This again is a valid question and is precisely why we refuse to give suggested investments in certain jurisdictions. So far this has paid off well for our subscribers.
We want to be of service to you, and each of you is different. Different investing styles, amounts, attitudes, risk levels, and many other factors. For those who want to do their own stock analysis we suggest looking at our book The silver Manifesto to learn how we look into a company. There is an entire chapter devoted with an example provided for you. One additional item we have for our subscribers in the Special Reports section is Archie’s Rule, which is one of the best interviews we ever accomplished regarding how to determine whether a resource company is worth your investment money.

Grab Your Copy Right Now »

Others of you may just need to consult to get your specific questions answered. However, we are not allowed to go company by company; in other words, we do not conduct a portfolio analysis.

How Can The Morgan Report Newsletter Help You and What Do You Receive?

The Morgan Report is all about YOU and how you can build and preserve Wealth for generations to come. We know it can sometimes seem a daunting task to protect your assets and preserve or grow your wealth. Almost 15 years ago, a small group of us started The Morgan Report and formed an exclusive membership organization to promote personal freedom, an honest money system, free market wealth accumulation and asset protection.

Thus was born The Morgan Report — now we’ve had 10,000-plus members scattered over the globe in every continent and over 100,000 subscribers have read our free email newsletter, This Week’s View from The Morgan Report.

Through our flagship publication, The Morgan Report (previously called Silver Investor), we provide you with ways to achieve greater financial security and wealth in all sorts of environments.

From physical precious metals and mining stocks to oil and green energy recommendations, The Morgan Report provides monthly guidance the average investor may never be aware of. The Morgan Report can help you tap into little-known markets and investment strategies.

And rather than just tell you about the advantages of these investment strategies... we’ll show you how to put these ideas into action.
When you become a member of The Morgan Report
here is what you get...

√ You receive Detailed Analysis... The Morgan Report
gives you both a commodity and equity analysis. Because you
can make money using in more than one way, we provide
both. If you are the type than wants to see an expert trader
position trade the market we provide that-you literally look
over my shoulder as I perform a trade. Value: $2,000

If you are more inclined to buy and hold top tier companies for
the long term, you receive that. If you want a more
aggressive equity portfolio you receive that option as well.
Finally, if you like to swing for the fences and hit one out of the
park, you also get specifics on that most aggressive strategy
as well.

The objective is to help you make as much money as possible
balancing both risk and reward therefore... we divide the report into top-tier, mid-tier, and
speculative categories on the Equity Investment/Speculations.

Because we have provided more speculative stocks that have went on to become actual mines
our reputation is one of the most respected in the Industry. Some of the "penny stock"
newsletter types call our speculative list-BLUE CHIPS!!

Our early website members bought Hecla Mining at fifty cents and later sold at five bucks for a
ten bagger on an NYSE stock, before most people had ever thought of silver as an investment
class.

Every time we mention silver it is imperative that YOU know we do a lot more than silver and
gold stocks, we have looked at Uranium, Oil, Lithium, Moly, Copper, Cobalt, drilling companies,
and so on. I think you get the picture, anything that comes from the ground and is consider
REAL WEALTH we have or can feature to our website members.

As far as trading positions- consider the following-currencies, metals, oil, bonds, and the
occasional special situation. The trading frequency is random and is of the category of "position
trading." Many are held for several weeks to months. Which means this is not a day trading
service.

√ Market Timing Updates & Alerts... We do more than just write a newsletter. We keep you
up to date on what's going on in these markets with our exclusive updates & alerts.
Value: Priceless
You receive a desk top widget built exclusively for our website members—providing you with immediate alerts on markets/stocks/news that matter to your investments.

ARE YOU SERIOUS? YES WE ARE- Are you?
Who else offers this service at this LOW a price?

√ We'll answer your questions... Premium members can use our exclusive "Ask David" email feature. Unlike others in the industry we guarantee that we will answer your email questions. Value: $500 per hour

√ We go on Mining Company Tours... We take a video team with us when we do a mine visit and share that with our members. Value: $2500 - $5,000 PER TRIP

√ Exclusive Interviews... We videotape exclusive interviews with mining companies and make them available to our members. Value: $1000 and up

√ Research Reports... We do extensive company analysis and make these reports available to our members. Value: $1,500 per report

√ Video & Audio Archives... You also get full access to audio/video interviews, tutorials, keynotes and teleconferences. Value: $500 per year

But wait... There is so much more that you get....

Special Reports... We include access to all our special reports.

- Silver Study
- Silver Demand Industrial Applications
- Swiss Metal Group SMI
- The Marginal Efficiency of Capital
- The Coming Currency Collapse
- Zinc Study
- BulletProof Shares
- Trading Silver in Your Sleep
- Plus so much more...

- Gold Clause Booklet
- Special Report for Traders
- Harvesting Green on the Pink Sheets
- Trading Silver Like A Pro
- Taking Delivery Off The Exchange
- Ten Rules of Silver Investing
- How High Will Silver Go
- Archie’s Rule

Join The Morgan Report Today »
In Summary...

“May you live in interesting times”—the Chinese curse that really means meeting at a critical point. And that is where we are in this first edition of Riches In Resources. Certainly we will need to update this report from time to time, but it will be insightful to determine how many people actually take action for their financial future. We want to help you build and maintain wealth.

This report started with an overview of the problem, as illustrated with the Four Horsemen movie. Others that are very valuable are the Hidden Secrets of Money by Mike Maloney (believe it or not Mike did his first few speeches at the Silver Summit years ago), and Chris Martenson’s The Crash Course, another stellar series that will inform you. Please share these with everyone you care about.

We outlined a way to stack silver, gold, or any precious metal and add to your holdings by taking advantage of the affiliate program. This is very easily done if you have a Web site, large social media following, email list, or network.

We also outlined what is the correct amount to invest in the precious metals and know from some of our consultations AFTER the 2011 peak, many wish they had heard of that allocation prior to “overloading” in this sector.

Most importantly in our view is that the biggest move is still ahead of us and we truly are offering this report to pound the table that now is the time for you to take action. Those who have followed my work heard me say this a thousand times... “If there is only one thing to teach you about the precious metals bull market it is this; 90% of the move comes in the last 10% of the time!”

There is plenty of competition in the newsletter industry and we are very aware that most focus on small companies with little merit and a fantastic story.

I personally have been through the “story stock” phase of my investing in resources and pointed out that our top tier picks have weathered the storm. Also, we certainly do speculate, as some of the newsletters in our peer group; however, we emphasize betting a little to win a lot! At times, some work out really well, and as the facts (not stories) present themselves we are not afraid to add to the position because the company has become much more substantial. Such was the case with Western Silver for us—it first hit our speculation section as Western Copper, and those who bought it ended up with Goldcorp shares, a company in our top tier.

Thank you for considering the facts and perspectives explained in this report. Stay tuned for more information in the future.

Until then, wishing you health above wealth, and wisdom beyond knowledge,

David Morgan